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Abstract  
A review of structural tendencies, as observed in several synchrotron 

radiation diffraction studies of Aurivillius phases, is presented. The role of 

powder synchrotron radiation is analyzed. Investigated phases belong to 

Aurivillius families with n from 3 to 6, with partial substitution of small Ti 

cations and of large Bi cations. Representative formulas are: Bi4 Ti3− xWxO12, 

Bin +1Ti3Fen −3O3n +3 and (Ba, Pb)2 Bi4 Ti5 O18. Observed general behavior shows 

a tendency to increase disorder with increasing chemical complexity. The 

structure-polarization relationship in Ba2Bi4Ti5O18 is investigated and a 

paradox between published results is highlighted. Synchrotron radiation 

results tend to confirm Lightfoots's conclusions, suggesting electric 

polarization along the z axis. 

Introduction 
So-called Aurivillius ceramics show interesting ferroic characteristics. The 

crystal structure of the mentioned phases is formed by n (n = 1, 2, 3, …) layers of 

perovskite octahedra, sandwiched between bismuth oxide layers. 

Structure-macroscopic properties relationships in Aurivillius ceramics have 
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been resumed in [1]. The physical basis for discussing this topic is given by the 

Neumann’s Principle: Any macroscopic property’s point group contains the structural 

point group as a subgroup. One important (and sometimes forgotten) aspect of this 

Principle is the fact that different space groups, associated with the same point 

group, show no differences in their structure-macroscopic properties symmetry 

relationships. The well-known rule that prohibits centro-symmetrical crystals to be 

piezo- or ferroelectric is derived from the Neumann’s Principle. Another corollary, not 

always taken into account, is presented with the aid of Figs. 1 and 2. If a polarized 

system shows a mirror-symmetry plane, then the 

 

Electric dipole vector must be contained in the symmetry plane. For crystals 

belonging to monoclinic point group Cs = m, the permanent electric dipole may point 

along any direction within the structural mirror plane (Fig. 1). For point group C2v = 2 

mm, the electric dipole necessarily points along the intersection of the two mirror 

planes, i.e. along the two-fold axis (Fig. 2). There exist 22 orthorhombic space 

groups that are generated from point group C2v. For all of them, the existence of 

permanent electric dipole components perpendicular to the two-fold symmetry axis is 

forbidden. Powder diffractometry projects the three dimensional reciprocal lattice into 

a one dimensional reciprocal space. Such a projection causes partial [total] overlap 

of peaks with similar [equal] lattice spacings. Peak overlap leads to loss of 
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information and so single-crystal methods are better for the determination of 

electron-density distributions and other structural data. On the other hand, the one-

dimensional nature of powder diffraction practically eliminates the influence of zero-

shift and other systematic errors in the detection of very small lattice 

spacing differences. So, powder peak overlap becomes a useful tool in 

investigations of subtle symmetry break-downs, which are often missed in single 

crystal measurements. The mentioned advantage of powder diffraction grows up 

when we include the consideration of high-resolution (synchrotron and neutron) 

present-day powder diffractometers. As an example, consider the discovery of a 

monoclinic phase in the PZT system [2].  It was a surprising finding. The measured 

lattice parameters were a = 5.717 Å, b = 5.703 Å, c = 4.143 Å, β = 90.53°. The 

experiment was a synchrotron high-resolution powderdiffraction investigation. 

The preceding discussion supports the convenience of careful synchrotron 

powder diffraction experiments focused on the detection of subtle crystal symmetry 

changes in Aurivillius phases. Mentioned symmetry investigations may contribute 

significant elements to our understanding of the structure-properties relationships in 

the Aurivillius' materials family. 
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Experiments and Results 
The experimental basis for the present investigation is the x-ray powder 

diffractometer located at beamline 2-1 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 

Laboratory (SSRL) [3]. . For comparison with conventional diffractometry, 

consider Fig. 3. The plots refer to the (2, 0, 0/0, 2, 0) doublet from the Aurivillius 

compound Bi5FeTi3O15. Measurements were done in a commercial equipment and in 

the SSRL powder diffractometer. The considered doublet is an important 

characteristic of any Aurivillius diffraction pattern. It clearly reveals the difference 

between a and b lattice parameters, so it is an indicator of a tetragonal → 

orthorhombicsymmetry break-down. When available, the (4, 0, 0 /0, 4, 0) doublet 

represents a better indicator. Unfortunately, the last mentioned doublet frequently 

appears superposed with other reflections. 

We now present the variations detected in the diffraction patterns of some 

Aurivillius phases as dependent on composition changes and comment on results' 

structural interpretation. Our first study refers to iron-containing multiferroics. The 

crystal structure of 4-layered Bi5FeTi3O15 has been reported by some researchers 

[4,5],  including the authors of the present report [6].  Room temperature structure is 

orthorhombic, space group A21am [4] or F2 mm [5,6]  Lattice parameters (Å) are a = 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0003
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5.4759(2), b = 5.4420(2) and c = 41.157(1). Figure 4 shows the SSRL-XRD pattern 

of this phase and Fig. 5 represents the structure. 

The 5-layered member of this family is Bi6Fe2Ti3O18. The structure and 

stability of this phase are being studied at present. The occurrence of 

Fe3+ cations in the B perovskite sites 

 

 

 
increases the elastic tension between the bismuth oxide layers and the 

perovskite domain of the unit cell (atomic radiuses (Å): Fe3+→ 0.67; Ti4+→ 

0.64). Figure 6 characterizes the event that occurs in relation with the (2, 0, 0/0, 2, 

0) doublet. “BTF” denotes the 4-layered compound and “BTF2” refers to the 5-

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0004
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0005
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0006
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layered one. Doublets have been shifted to impose coincidence of the lower-angle 

(2, 0, 0) peaks. Refined lattice parameters (Å) are a = 5.4966(2); b = 5.4656(2) 

and c = 49.340(1). The experiment indicates that the cell grows (also) parallel to the 

bismuth oxide layers and that the difference between [a, b] parameters slightly 

decreases as the number of layers increases. 

Our second case refers to the substitution of Ti4+ cations by small 

quantities of W6+ (atomic radius: 0.65) in BIT = Bi4Ti3O12. The objective of 

doping is conductivity control.  
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Figure 7 shows the tiny-but-detectable diffraction effect of 5% W 

substitution on the Ti sites. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 focuses on a case of large cations' substitution. We consider 

the Pb-containing Aurivillius series with n = 4, 5 and 6 perovskites layers. The 

formulas are PBiT = PbBi4Ti4O15, P2BiT = Pb2Bi4Ti5O18 and P3BiT = 

Pb3Bi4Ti6O21. One important question here is the distribution of Pb2+ cations 

among the perovskite A sites and the bismuth oxide layers. The electronic 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0007
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0008
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structure of Pb2+ cations is similar to that of Bi2+: both have (ns)2valence 

electron configuration. The PBiT series exhibits the favorable condition that 

the (4, 0, 0/0, 4, 0) doublets appear clean of interference. Figure 8 describes 

the comparison among the mentioned doublets in the considered phases. The 

results are remarkable: a−b difference clearly diminishes as the number of 

layers increases. P1BiT and P2BiT are obviously orthorhombic, but P3BiT 

reveals itself as tetragonal. A detailed discussion of structural aspects of the 

PBiT family is exposed in IMF-11. 

Our final section discusses in detail Aurivillius phases containing Ba. 

We analyze the particular relationship between the permanent polarization of 

the (n = 5) compound Ba2Bi4Ti5O18 (B2BiT) and its crystallographic structure. 
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In an interesting paper, Irie and collaborators [8] report the measurement of 

the ferroelectric hysteresis loops corresponding to different orientations of a 

Ba2Bi4Ti5O18 single-crystal. Regarding the room temperature remanent polarizations 

along the x and z axes, they find the following values: P x  = 120 mC/m2; Pz  = 8.5 

mC/m2. The z axis points perpendicular to the Bi-oxide layers, while the x axis is 

parallel to these layers. Irie et al. also investigated the crystal symmetry of the 

considered compound. From room temperature x-ray diffraction data they propose 

the orthorhombic space group B2ab. 

More recently, based on high-resolution neutron diffraction data, Lightfoot and 

coworkers [9] state that—at room temperature—the crystal symmetry of 

Ba2Bi4Ti5O18 is tetragonal, with space group I4mm. These authors suggest a non-

previously proposed polarization scheme, with ionic displacements only along 

the zaxis. 

These two groups' results are in contradiction with each other. The paradox 

goes deeper than differences in the proposed space groups. None of the mentioned 

symmetries is compatible with the single-crystal polarization reported in [8] 

In an attempt to clarify the eventual break-down of tetragonal symmetry in 

Ba2Bi4Ti5O18, a synchrotron radiation study of this phase was performed. 

Polycrystalline Ba2Bi4Ti5O18 was prepared by a conventional ceramic procedure. 

Stoichiometric quantities of Bi2O3 (Riedel-de Haen, 99.5%), TiO2 (Merck, > 99%) 

and BaTiO3 (ICV-CSIC[4] were homogenised for 3 hours in a ZrO2 planetary mill. 

After drying and sieving, the intimately mixed materials were heated in air at 1100°C 

for 2 hours. The formation of a single-phase oxide was confirmed by conventional 
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powder XRD. 

The synchrotron radiation diffraction pattern was cautiously examined in 

the vicinity of 2θ ≈ 26.2°. In the F2mm space group description, this is the 

angular position (for 10 KeV x-rays) of the (2, 0, 0/0, 2, 0) doublet splitting. In 

the present investigation, to highlight the  

 

 

Detection (or not) of the considered splitting, a comparison with the 

experimental pattern from BaBi4Ti4O15 (n = 4, BBiT [10] was performed. Figure 

9 shows in magnification the mentioned comparison. Both diffraction 

experiments were performed under identical conditions. The difference is 

striking. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction pattern from B2BiT does not show 

tetragonal symmetry break-down. 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0009
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00150190600740192#F0009
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detection (or not) of the considered splitting, a comparison with the 

experimental pattern from BaBi4Ti4O15 (n = 4, BBiT [10]) was performed. Figure 9 

shows in magnification the mentioned comparison. Both diffraction experiments 

were performed under identical conditions. The difference is striking. Synchrotron x-

ray diffraction pattern from B2BiT does not show tetragonal symmetry break-down. 

Rietveld refinement was performed with program Fullprof [11]. Starting space 

group followed Aurivillius’ choice I4/mmm [12]. Semi-quantitative agreement was 

obtained. To further proceed, the constraint of centro-symmetrical symmetry was 

released. Lightfoot et al. suggestion of I4mm space group was tested and a final 

satisfactory convergence was reached with this space group. Figure 10 shows the 

Rietveld refinement plots. 

Table 1 contains the results of the performed structural analysis. Numbers in 

parentheses are standard deviations. The absence of parentheses means that the 

considered quantity remained fixed during the refinement. Highly symmetric oxygen 

sites were taken as reference coordinates. Titanium cations’ temperature factors did 

not show stability during refinement. Their standard deviations were not significantly 

lower than their values or variations. Consequently these parameters were fixed. 

Figure 11 represents the B2BIT calculated structure. Figure 12 shows 

selected inter-atomic distances in the asymmetric unit. The presented figures show 

some longitudinal distortion of the perovskite octahedra along the z axis, small 

departures from inversion symmetry and the possibility of electric dipole component 

Pz. 

Substitution of Bi by Ba in the oxide layer is unexpected. Ba2+ does not show 
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the lone pair activity that provides accommodation in the given unsymmetrical 

environment. On the other hand, Rietveld refinement converged to the reported 

stable values when Bi/Ba 

 

occupation factors were released in perovskite A-sites [Bi/Ba(1), . . . Bi/Ba(4)] 

as well as in the oxide layers [Bi/Ba(x1), Bi/Ba(x2)]. References [13, 14] also report 

results of this kind. Final clarification of the occupancy question will maybe come 

from a careful x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) investigation [15]. 

Now the B2BiT paradox is considered. 

A first observation is required in relation to the internal consistency of Irie’s 

results. The space group proposed in the mentioned work, namely B2ab (associated 

with point group 2mm), is incompatible with the existence of two components in the 

polarization vector, as reported in Irie’s polarization curves (Fig. 9 of ref. [8]). 

According to polarization results, B2BiT could not be orthorhombic; maximum 
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possible symmetry would be monoclinic. 

But, neutron [9] and synchrotron (present investigation) diffraction results 

indicate that B2BiT is tetragonal. 

In conclusion, polarization and diffraction results don’t fit. Something has gone 

out of control. Some possible explanations could be suggested: 
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- Insufficient resolution in the diffraction experiments. 

- Human errors, for example in crystal orientation. 

- Differences in sample preparation may have lead to different degrees 

of preservation of a metastable high-temperature phase. 

- Short-range symmetry break-downs. A plausible cause for this effect 

may be the existence of oxygen defects [16]. Consideration of local disorders, not 

detected by “average structure” diffraction methods, could lead to a solution of the 

investigated paradox. 

Further work, possibly by XAS [15][17], is required to solve the stated 

problem. 

 

 
 

Regarding general tendencies observed, as chemical composition of 

Aurivillius phases becomes more complex, orthorhombic splitting tends to decrease; 

disorder and symmetry tend to increase. 
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